Taste Testing Convenience Store Desserts
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Taste Testing Convenience Store Desserts
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Hajri Mourad ／ Owner-chef of Tunisian restaurant L’Azure (Tunisia)
Patric Pachon ／ General manager of French restaurant Pachon (France)
Naoko Kanno ／ Food Coordinator (Japan)
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Convenience store shelves are always lined with a mouthwatering array of desserts, and every
month new products get put to the test in this extremely competitive market. New desserts
only have a week to prove themselves in trial sales, and those that don’t sell get taken off the
shelves. We asked three people in the food business to give their independent opinions of the
top-selling desserts. And the results…?
Photos: Satoru Naito Text: JQR Editorial Staff

：I put together a selection of

when freshly made. But if you put them in

popular convenience store desserts for

bags and store them in the fridge, the

today. Makes you feel like a kid in a candy

moisture makes them go soft.

store, doesn’t it?
：Can we really eat all these?
：(laughs) Let’s start by tasting the
cream puffs.
：Can we use our fingers? It tastes
better that way. Arabian style. (laughs)

：Of course the ideal is crisp,

work out the desserts and variations.
：Do you ever take a look at what’s
in convenience stores when you plan
desserts?

crunchy pastry, with a soft, melt-in-yourmouth cream center.
：The Japanese probably have this
idea that soft and fluffy means freshly made.

：We don’t have any convenience
store pastry chefs in our restaurants (laughs),
but of course we take note of what’s selling
or what type of desserts are popular.

Crisp means that time has passed and

：Japanese customers are very

something is old. For example, bread served

attuned to detail, so convenience store

distinguished. Nice work!

restaurants is warm, but that’s only because

desserts are different to restaurant desserts.

ALL:(Everyone concentrates on eating)

it’s been heated up in the oven. It doesn’t

But if I buy a dessert in a convenience store

necessarily mean it’s fresh. But something

I will notice if it has a strawberry or

which convenience store you go to, the

that is warm and soft seems delicious.

chocolate sauce – that’s about the level of

cream puffs are always a good dessert

：You both manage restaurants…
What kind of desserts do you serve?

it. I think that’s enough. If you served them in

：The pastry split is easily

：No doubt about it. Doesn’t matter

choice. You can tell the companies have
really done their research in making them.
：Recently convenience store chains

：My restaurant is small so I can’t
have a big range of cakes. Instead I have

a restaurant it would be bad for the image.
That’s why I don’t do it. Though I’d like to
try.

have gotten very particular about the

custard puddings. And because the food is

ingredients they select. Things like using

Tunisian, I sometimes make cakes with dried

add a few touches to a simple convenience

fresh milk from Hokkaido, or mixing their own

fruits, almonds and pistachios. If I’m asked

store dessert.

custard.

for a birthday cake, I send for one from the

JQR：Is that how good they are?

：This has whipped cream in it,
more than that though, it’s sweet.
：About how much does a cream
puff cost in France?

：That’s right. It would be good to

cake shop next door. Of course I tell the
customer that (laughs).
：In my case the situation is

：Well, not all of them. It depends
on the dessert. There’s a kind of standard
flavor common to all convenience stores,

different for each of our restaurants. In the

with each just a little bit different. This one

main restaurant we have a tray and ask the

is a little sweeter, or this one has a bit more

convenience stores in France, but this is not

customers to select four desserts they would

cream… that kind of thing. But you won’t

much different to what’s sold in the

like. At the sister restaurant, Le Petit Bedon,

find anything that stands out far above the

supermarkets.

we have a wagon service with whole cakes

rest.

：Around 1.8 euros. There are no

：Pastry in France is crisp, isn’t it?
：Yes, it’s crisp.
：What do you think about this soft,
fluffy pastry?
：I probably wouldn’t be able to
make it.
：Cream puffs are always crisp
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for the customers to choose from. The bistro

：I remember starting to eat this

is Southern French cooking so we only serve

cream puff quite a few times, but never

southern French cakes, which can be

finishing it.

difficult. Plus the restaurants are all close to
each other, so if we served the same kind of

：You don’t like it?
：It’s not that, it’s the amount. If it

dessert at each the customers would find

were a bit smaller, they might sell more. The

out. We have four pastry chefs who each

balance between amount and taste is

Desserts tasted: Milky Cream Puff (S), Big Twin Cream Puff (L), Smooth Cream Puff (F), Chocolate Cookie Cream Puff (M), Orange-scented Almond Jelly (S), Square Custard
Pudding Cake (L), Deep-Roasted Coffee Jelly (F), Mont Blanc Custard Pudding (M), Belgian Chocolate Parfait (M), Melt-in-the-Mouth Smooth Rich Cheesecake (S), Premium
Swiss Roll (L), Premium Cream Cheese Mousse Cake (L), W-Cream Éclair (F), Concentrated Cheese Baked Cheesecake (F)
※ (S) 7-Eleven, (L) Lawson, (M) Ministop, (F) Family Mart

Naoko Kanno

Patric Pachon

Hajri Mourad

Food Coordinators Association Japan (FCAJ)
certified food coordinator. Worked in menu
development and product planning in the food
industry then went to France. Stayed with a French
family and learned home cooking while studying
cooking and sweet-making at Ecole Ritz Escoffier
and Le Cordon Bleu in Paris.

Born into the Pachon family, a large well-known
family of restaurateurs working in France, Canada
and Japan. Currently general manager of the old
established Pachon restaurant in Tokyo.
Restaurant Pachon TEL: 03-3476-5025

Owner-chef of Tunisian restaurant L’Azure. Reputedly
the best Merguez sausage maker in Tokyo, he is
inundated with orders from the French Embassy,
amongst others.
Restaurant L’Azure TEL: 03-3366-4004
2013 Jun
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full. I like to eat sweets with my eyes, so add

didn’t think about anyone else. Just ate it

a bit of fruit or something and I’m happy. I

right there. (laughs)

would like this better if the appearance were

：How about in France?

improved. A Swiss roll is usually a log. It’s a

The Japanese think about the balance of

into portions.

sweetness, or bringing out the quality of the

：You’re right. This is a very popular

that’s not sweet, but for the French, if it’s

version of it. Limited period variations like

not sweet then it’s missing something. That’

strawberry or sakura to match the season

s why I think this sweet cupcake would sell

give it a special feel. But they never change

well.
sweet combination. Something that’s not just

call stunning. No surprises, just what you’d

sweet, but has a bit of extra zing. There was

expect.

a time when salty desserts were popular

conservative, so they like it when they get
what they expect. They’ve eaten Swiss rolls

：That’s the Japanese way, isn’t it?
In Japan you can eat food from around the

not disappointed.

world. The top level restaurants have a
concept of the Japanese sense and palette.

flavored Swiss Roll and have it with green

If you go to France, French food is delicious,

have children so whenever I find a nice

tea. I don’t buy ordinary white Swiss rolls.

but not so much other kinds. In Tokyo

：Japanese men in particular are

buy three or four to take home. Then I check

not very adventurous. Although they’re

the fridge next day when I get home. What

always coming up with new products…

do they eat everyday, what is leftover and so

：It’s usually women who latch on

especially, quality levels are high.
：I also think its incredible that you
can eat a convenience store dessert as
delicious as this for 150 yen. Convenience

on. If a dessert gets left for three or four

first. But they don’t stay with something for

stores have become like professional

days, I won’t buy it any more.

long. If the men don’t follow, then a product

competitors nowadays. Lunch at a restaurant

won’t take off.

might be 800 or 900 yen, but how much do

JQR：Is there something here that might be

you pay for a convenience store lunchbox?

popular in Tunisia?

Half that. Even if you add a coffee or

：Don’t men prefer large amounts?
：But amount and flavor are related,
if you don’t think about both, good taste is
meaningless.

：The cheesecake and cream puffs

dessert, it’s still cheaper than lunch at a

would probably sell. Before I was married I

restaurant. Convenience stores have lots of

used to live with my mother, father, brothers

people working on the food, but in a

and sisters. There were nine of us. When I

restaurant there’s only one – so even famous

popular product after cream puffs. But in

took them a packet of cream puffs they all

chefs can feel the pressure.

France you don’t see cheesecake much, do

got eaten up on the spot. With a normal cake

you?

they’d say things like, I’ll have it for

focused on quality coffee, so they’ve become

breakfast, or leave some for so-and-so, or

rivals to cake and coffee shops as well. If a

eat half at a time. But with cream puffs they

restaurant doesn’t serve really good food, it

：What shall we eat next?
：Let’s try the cheesecake.
：Cheesecake is the next most

：That’s right. The Japanese love
cheesecake, don’t they. This cheesecake is
delicious. A wonderful size and flavor.

Concentrated Cheese Baked
Cheesecake
(Family Mart)

something other than sweetness.

taste is average there will be leftovers. I
looking dessert at the convenience store I

Premium Cream Cheese
Mousse Cake
(Lawson)

– desserts with an accent that came from

before and know what they’re like, so they’re
：I sometimes buy a matcha

Belgian Chocolate Parfait
(Ministop)

：The Japanese rather like a salty-

：It’s delicious, but not what you’d

：I see. Japanese men are rather

important. Even if the amount is large, if the

ingredients, or will even make something

dessert, and every month there is a new

the price, which is amazing.

The three experts’ top scoring dessert was the
Smooth Cream Puff (Family Mart).

：Cakes in France are really sweet.

shame it doesn’t look like a log when it’s cut

ices!
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As delicious as any chocolate mousse

Superb balance between the

A rich taste of concentrated real

you might buy from a cake shop. The

cheese and the bottom layer of

cream cheese, just like the name

melt in your mouth taste of Belgian

cookie. Tastes even better with a

suggests. Leaves an impression.

chocolate is top-grade. Visual

coffee. If served with a sauce in

Has a very nice price of 130 yen.

presentation is fantastic too, with the

a restaurant no one would notice.

addition of nuts and puffed wheat so
that you never get bored.

Real Belgian
chocolate and a
winning topping

So perfect I’d
like to put one
in my pocket.

Enjoy the taste
of cookies once
the cheese has
melted.

：Recently they’ve also become

will lose out.

：This cheesecake also looks very
nice. I wish I could serve it in my restaurant.
：If you added a few touches and
served it up no one would know. Not unless
you told them.
JQR：Cheesecake used to taste of plastic.
：Yes, it did. Even though the labels
said fresh cream, it wasn’t 100% pure fresh
cream.
：Yes, that’s right. If this were left
unsold for a night it’d be taken off the shelf,
wouldn’t it?
：Yes, it would. There’s strict
inventory control of leftovers, so you can feel
safe about what you eat. Another reason
why it’s delicious. Would you like some of
this Premium Swiss Roll?
：This is delicious, but a bit sad. It’
s just cream. Just one mouthful and I feel
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